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PETS AND OTHER ANIMALS
(THE «BEGINNER» LEVEL LEARNERS)
Яна КОРНИЦЬКА, вчитель англійської мови Ліцею міжнародних відносин № 51,
вчитель-методист, м. Київ
This lesson will be helpful for the teachers,
who want to make their pupils feel happy while
speaking, listening, reading, writing about the
WORLD OF ANIMALS.
The lesson is based on the materials of different
courses of British and Ukrainian authors, such
as V. M. Burenko («Dive into English»), Virginia
Evans, Jenny Dooley (Upstream Beginner A1+).
Aims:
- to develop the pupils’ communicative skills
through interactive activites;
- to broaden the pupils’ outlook;
- to develop pupils’ world imagination;
- to sum up the knowledge on the topic.
Equipment: interactive blackboard, video, tape
recorder, handout, pictures.
Procedure
Greeting
Aim: «to dive into English».
T: Good morning, children.
PPs: Good morning, Teacher and our guests!
P1: Dear teachers, dear guests.
P2: We are glad to see you at our lesson.
P3: Be with us.
P4: Don’t go away.
P5: Please, stay.
P6: Learn together with us and play.
PPs:

We can read,
We can write,
We can speak
English, too.
We love a lot
of animals.
And what
about you?
Introduction of the topic. Phonetic drill
Aim:
- to practise pupils in pronounciation of the
most difficult English sounds.
T: Today we’ll continue to speak about the world
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of animals. Let’s dive into the English language
and pronounce the most difficult English sounds
and words from our topic:
[ f ] elephant
[dƷ] giraffe
[ tʃ ] chicken
[ O ] crocodile
[ t ] tiger
[ b ] bear
[ m ] monkey
[ w ] wolf
[ h ] horse
(Pupils listen to the tape and practise some
sounds and words.)
Song time
T: Do you remember our favourite song? Let’s
sing it.
PPs:
The elephant walks like this and that.
No fingers, no toes.
It’s very big, it’s very fat.
But oh, what a big nose!
T: You are wonderful singers!
Writing and reading
Aim: to practise pupils’ writing skills.
So your homework was to make five sentences
according to the first three tables and learn how
to write the new words. We will write an unusual
dictation with them.
Look at pictures, guess and fill in the gaps. You
have got […] min. to do it.
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(Pupils work
individually
to complete the
sentences on their sheets of paper. The teacher
then checks spelling.)
T: Who wants to write on the whiteboard and
read the sentences?
(Pupils work with the interactive blackboard one
by one.)
Speaking
Aim: to practise pupils’ lexical skills.
T: Is it interesting to learn more about the world
around us? Listen to birds singing, the sounds
of the sea, watch the rain, animals and insects.
Today we are going to speak about domestic, wild
and sea animals.
We’ll have a competition between two teams.
Name all the animals you know. Divide them into
groups. Present your information fo the class.
(Pupils work with toy-animals in two teams and
get points.)
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM:
1)
domestic
2) wild
3) sea
A monkey, a fox, a kangaroo, a wolf, a hippo,
a bear, a deer, a buffalo, a wild boar, a dolphin,
a crab, an octopus, a starfish, a whale, a turtle,
a skate, a crayfish, a goat, a horse, a cow, a
donkey, a pig, a dog, a sheep.

Discuss the problem in pairs.
P1: What animals are the most interesting for
you?
P2: Cheetahs are the most interesting animals
for me, because …
And what animals are
interesting for you?
P1: Cats are the most interesting animals for
me, because….
Writing
Aim: to practise pupil’s writing skills.
T: At the Zoo, the two animals and one bird
do not remember the parts of the body. Will you,
please, help them?
Look at the pictures and label the parts of the
animals with the words below. Let’s revise the
parts of the body.
P1: 1) It’s an ear.
P2: 2) It’s a head.
P3: 3) It’s a neck.
P4: 4) It’s a wing.
P5: 5) It’s a beak.
P6: 6) It’s a leg.
P7: 7) It’s a tail.
P8: 8) It’s a nose.
P9: 9) It’s a tongue.
P10: 10) It’s teeth.

Song time
Aim: to relax and have fun.
T:
Be careful what you say or do,
because we’ll go to the Zoo.
(Pupils sing the song)
Don’t be naughty at the Zoo
Don’t be naughty at the zoo.
Please don’t feed the kangaroo.
Don’t open the door.
Don’t drop litter on the floor.
Please don’t feed the kangaroo.
Don’t shout at the bear.
Don’t touch the lion’s hair.
Don’t be naughty at the zoo.
Or the zookeeper might keep YOU!
Grammar
Aim: to practise pupils’ grammar skills.
Agree or disagree:
• The blue whale is the smallest animal
• The tiger is the biggest cat
• The giraffe is the tallest animal
• The cheetah is the fastest animal
• Dogs are cleverer than cats
• Birds are bigger than horses
• Tigers are faster than bears
• Giraffes are taller than zebras
Speaking
Aim: to develep pupils’ speaking skills.
T: What animals are the most interesting (the
most beautiful) for you and why?

Speaking + Pre-listening
Aim: to develop communicative skills (the
dialogical speech).
T: Play a game «Guess the animal» using the
words from the whiteboard.
We have two pictures, and you should guess
the animal.
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Work in teams. Ask the opposite team some
questions.
Team 1
Team 2

Questions:
1. Is it an animal or a bird?
2. Is it a wild or domestic animal?
3. Is it a beast of prey (хижий звір)?
4. Is it a sea animal?
5. Is it big or small?
6. What colour is it?
7. Where does it live?
8. What does it drink?
9. Has it got a trunk (a hump, a beak, a tail,
sharp teeth, a long body, strong wings, a claw,
a mane, ears, horns, paws, claws)?
Listening
Aim: to improve pupils’ listening skills.
T: Listen to the description of two animals
and do the tasks.
Text
A. The blue dolphin is a very clever animal. It lives
in the sea. It is kind. It has got a big mouth and a
big tale. It eats fish. It can swim fast. It can jump and
play too. Children like dolphins.
B. The crocodile is an angry animal. It lives in
the river. It eats meat and fish. It has got a big
mouth, sharp teeth, a long body and four short
legs. It can swim fast and it can walk too.
Post-listening
Aim: comprehensive check.
By the end of listening comprehension pupils
will be able to find necessary information, to
identify details from the text they have listened
to. The pupils prepare different assignments
depending on their level.
Card 1
Do the multiple choice test after the text:
1. The dolphin is |an angry animal
			
|a very clever animal
			
|a large animal
2. The crocodile lives
			
|in the forest
			
|in the sea
			
|in the river
3. The dolphin has got
			
|sharp teeth
			
|a long body
			
|four short legs
4. Children like |dolphins
			
|crocodiles
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Card 2
Complete the sentences:
The dolphin lives … . It eats … . The crocodile
can … . It has got … . Children like … .
Card 3
What can you tell us about two sea animals?
Describe them.
Card 4
What animal do you like best: a dolphin or a
crocodile? Explain, why.
Listening
Aim: vivid to practice pupils’ in listening.
T: Our excursion to the Zoo is coming to the
end. But can the animals speak?

P1: 1) It’s a tiger
P2: 2) It’s a bear
P3: 3) It’s a horse
P4: 4) It’s a monkey
P5: 5) It’s an elephant
P6: 6) It’s a chicken
P7: 7) It’s a parrot
P8: 8) It’s a wolf
P9: 9) It’s a whale
Summing-up
T: Our lesson is over. Your work today was
really good and I am proud of you. You are not
only good English learners, but also creative and
thoughtful children.
The most active were… Your marks are…
Your home assignment is to solve the animal
quiz.

